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Newly Added to Killer Guides' Aion Product Line: The Unofficial Aion Cleric Guide

The Unofficial Aion Cleric Guide is the newest addition to Killer Guides' Aion Product Line.

Sept. 23, 2009 - PRLog -- Killer Guides' Aion Collection now includes the newly added Unofficial Aion
Cleric Guide which is available for purchase from today onwards at a price of $29.99. Specific details
regarding the guide's contents can be found on the Killer Guides Aion Cleric Guide product page at
http://www.killerguides.com/guide/aion/cleric . 

The Unofficial Aion Cleric Guide shares specific information that players who play a Cleric can readily
use. There are zonal leveling guidelines separated by different level ranges, professionally selected Stigma
skill combinations that are proven to work, tactics that Clerics must know and use during combat with other
classes, recommended equipment sets that Clerics should use for different situations and methods that
Clerics can use in order to produce Kinah. The depth of content which the guide reaches is rather
impressive, which should appeal to high-end players who aim to fine-tune their current characters.
However, the guide is also written and arranged in a way that even beginners can easily and quickly
understand the information provided.

Even though there are already  a large number of MMORPGs released this year (2009), NC Soft's Aion is
one of the titles that takes the gaming world by storm. By combining all of the good aspects of each of their
earlier MMORPG titles, NC Soft has created an MMORPG to be reckoned with. Aion is the first-ever
MMORPG to incorporate flight with combat, thus immediately grabbing the interest of gamers who are
looking for something new and different in the games they play. Apart from this new innovative game
mechanic, Aion sports many features that greatly facilitate gameplay. One such feature is the locator, which
is a game feature that helps to locate quest objectives such as NPCs, mobs, zones, or drops. Another neat
feature is the inventory auto-sorter which helps to sort items inside the inventory by type. 

Killer Guides is one of the few MMORPG guide publishers who have prepared guides for Aion. The
current guides in Killer Guides' Aion collection include an Aion Strategy Guide, an Aion Kinah Guide and
guides for all of the eight classes, which are offered both as individual guides and as a full Aion Guides
Bundle. More details about each product can be found at the Killer Guides Aion page at 
http://www.killerguides.com/guide/aion/hints .

As a veteran game guide publisher, Killer Guides has been producing quality products for their customers
for many years. Some of the large titles they offer guides for include World of Warcraft, EVE Online, Final
Fantasy XI, Warhammer Online, and Lord of the Rings Online. Since their establishment, the online game
guide publisher has met the demands of MMORPG enthusiasts world-wide with their continual release of
new strategy guides. At the moment, they provide coverage for more than 20 different MMORPG titles,
each one containing a set of guides in its collection.

The guides they offer are essentially live guides that receive updates whenever there are new game updates
and new patches.  They also provide members with an option to upgrade to the full guide bundle or their
All Access Pass at a discounted price. Multiple MMORPG players will find their All Access Pass a
favorable option, given the vast coverage of game guides that's made available and the automatic access to
new guides as they are released.

The most recent product line from Killer Guides is the Aion Guide collection, consisting of a total of 10
different game guides as of this time. A list of the full Aion Guide collection can be viewed at 
http://www.killerguides.com/guide/aion .
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